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There is an entire industry of guys like this whose only goal is to front as

"speaking truth to power" while they build a brand. "Social Justice"

*IS* the cool thing.

How many are \u201crich young rulers\u201d when it comes to social and cultural power and capital but want to hold

on to those riches instead of seeking to give it up to help the vulnerable? Many are going away, yet, I don\u2019t

think they are going away with much sorrow

— Ameen (@Ameen_HGA) December 27, 2020
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I did an entire thread on how these sort of people monetize Social Justice on the one hand, and the turn around and accuse

anyone who disagree with their ideas and methods of being in it for power and money.

https://t.co/Z7KYawvWQH
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While activists disrupt, dismantle and deconstruct everything from art to tech, Corporations are going woke.

Why? Because despite the woke rhetoric about "income inequality," there is ZERO ideological conflict between

wokeness and capitalism. None.

I'll explain

A thread\U0001f9f5 pic.twitter.com/1ofvzUrwwV

— Wokal Distance (@wokal_distance) September 3, 2020
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Books like "White Fragility" and "how to be antiracist" sell millions of copies...because that's where the money is and this guy

thinks anyone who would say "this recent cultural view that progressive Christians are adopting is bad theology" is in it for

money and power...
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Ibram Kendi wrote "how to be anti-Racist and had an ad deal with McDonalds.

Does Ameen think he's in it for the money?
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Nikole Hannah-Jones said "Capitalism is the motor thay drove slavery" and then, this is not a joke, did a lecture series on 

emancipation *SPONSORED BY SHELL OIL* 



Will @Ameen_HGA be accusing her of chasing power?
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Will @Ameen_HGA have anything to say about @deray calling himself a radical against a caputalist system....then giving a

lecture sponsored by *WELLS FARGO*
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@Ameen_HGA and others accuse anyone who pushes back against wokeness and its underlying postmodernism of being

motivated by money and power while every single one of these activists clout chase, sell books, sell advertising on podcasts

and "build a brand."

Hypocrisy
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@Ameen_HGA wants you subscribe to his patreon because he is securing the bag by monetizing content about social

justice while he accuses others of wrong motives.

Robin Diangelo would be proud. After all, she set the example by getting paid $20,000 per day to teach diversity
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Since @Ameen_HGA does theology as he accuses everyone he disagrees with of chasing money and power while the

people on his side secure the bag... let me finish with this:

"My house will be called a house of prayer, but you are making it a den of theives."

Frauds

/fin
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